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Welcome to the Day Room on Nurse Ratched’s Ward at the infamous Oregon State Hospital! We have chosen to stage our production within the confines of this single setting to capture the claustrophobic atmosphere found in a typical state mental institution of the period (1960s).

During our exploration of this environment, we have been not only challenged but also humbled while re-enacting the behavior of patients whose mental illnesses cover the breadth of clinical psychology. And we have repeatedly been horrified while researching the effects of their treatments (many mercifully no longer in vogue) ranging from experimental medications and Group Therapy sessions to EST (electroshock therapy) and even brain-deadening surgical procedures.

Fortunately, we had Ken Kesey’s incredible novel as our primary reference point. The back stories of his characters’ lives leading up to their hospitalization provided us with an array of acting choices. In addressing the classic cliché “what’s my motivation?” we began first by differentiating the objectives of those who worked in the hospital from those who had been hospitalized there – for weeks, months, and if deemed necessary, years. Then, we analyzed the status of those men who had admitted themselves voluntarily vs. those who had been committed against their will. Next, we separated the presumably curable “acute” patients from the “chronics,” the latter group damned to suffer in silence from varying degrees of mental and physical deterioration. And, last but not least, R.P. McMurphy who has been sent from the State Work Farm for observation to determine if he is indeed criminally insane.

If you are at times uncomfortable being in such close proximity to Nurse Ratched’s “boys” or even if you need to strain to see and hear many of their interactions, this is intentional. It is a side effect of the milieu, a complication of the given circumstances. And should you find it difficult to tolerate the lack of aesthetic distance or the occasional obstructed sightline, not to worry . . . or to quote Nurse Ratched: “I remind you of this because it is entirely for your own good.”

- Laura Jones

**DIRECTOR’S NOTES**

“The only people for me are the mad ones, the ones who are mad to live, mad to talk, mad to be saved, desirous of everything at the same time, the ones who never yawn or say a commonplace thing, but burn, burn, burn . . . like fabulous yellow roman candles exploding like spiders across the stars.”

-Jack Kerouac
The Place: Somewhere in the Pacific Northwest
The Time: Sometime in The Sixties
The Setting: The Day Room on a Ward of a State Mental Hospital

There will be one fifteen-minute intermission between the acts.
COMING SOON:

**POLAROID STORIES** by Naomi lizuka

Directed by Walt Jones
April 8, 9, 10, 15, 16, 17, 8 p.m., Sunday, April 18, 2 p.m.

A visceral blend of classical mythology and real life stories told by street kids, Naomi lizuka’s Polaroid Stories journeys into a dangerous world where myth-making fulfills a fierce need for transcendence.

---
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This production is entered in the Kennedy Center American College Theater Festival (KCACTF). The aims of this national theater education program are to identify and promote quality in college-level theater production. To this end, each production entered is eligible for a response by a regional KCACTF representative, and selected students and faculty are invited to participate in KCACTF programs involving scholarships, internships, grants and awards for actors, directors, dramaturgs, playwrights, designers, stage managers and critics at both the regional and national levels.

Productions entered on the Participating level are eligible for inclusion at the KCACTF regional festival and can also be considered for invitation to the KCACTF national festival at the John F. Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts in Washington, DC in the spring of 2010.

Last year more than 1,300 productions were entered in the KCACTF involving more than 200,000 students nationwide. By entering this production, our theater department is sharing in the KCACTF goals to recognize, reward, and celebrate the exemplary work produced in college and university theaters across the nation.